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Over The Water Luxury Floating Villas  
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Join The Future And Safety Of Floating Villas

Contact: Kyle Meyer 
954-650-6798  
kmeyer@staysafeconcrete.com

Luxury Resort Owners, Explore Floating Villas  

We understand how important it is to create a unique
sense of place and to invest in the exceptional.  

Our specialized focus on the top end of the market
constantly enables us to achieve our client’s best results.

mailto:kmeyer@staysafeconcrete.com
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Our proprietary Building System

StaySafe Floating Villas are designed and engineered with ProCrete High Performing Concrete foundations and high-impact steel walls and hurricane 

windows to achieve remarkable wind and water resistance compared to traditional construction.

• StaySafe’s concrete is made with fibers added to the concrete mix. The fibers vary from polyester to fiberglass bars, basalt, steel, and stainless steel. 

•StaySafe’s concrete provides significantly more compressive strength than traditional concrete. Depending on the mix, it has a compressive strength 
from 12,000 pounds per square inch (psi) to more than 19,000 psi. When compared to traditional concrete (2,500 to 5,000 psi) so the difference is 
clear. Additionally, StaySafe concrete also exhibits a vastly increased tensile strength compared to traditional concrete.

Cement Barge Foundations
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What Does The Future Hold For Floating Villas?

➢ Floating Villas have become an alternative investment for many people

➢ StaySafe Building Technology provides luxury resort developers access to units that otherwise may not have been available

➢ We are experiencing a wave of growth and innovation in alternative investing. 
➢ Sales campaigns are breaking new records as luxury home buyers are becoming more comfortable
➢ Investors can invest in projects where they live or vacation to help grow their wealth in a simple, direct, and cost-efficient 

way.
➢ There is no question that floating Villa ownership will become a mainstream global investment.

We manufacture floating villas that can be shipped in modular sections anywhere in the world from our manufacturing facility in Florida
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Building a stronger infrastructure in 
coastal areas

StaySafe Building Technology  is focused on 
the development of off-the-grid coastal 
housing using advanced building products 
including:

➢ ProCrete high-strength cement barge 
foundations

➢ Prefab recycled steel framing

➢ Hurricane windows and doors 

➢ Solar power

➢ Reverse Osmosis

We working with our Teaming Partners to 
explain and demonstrate our products and 
services to the US Army Corps of Engineers 
and other municipal and private sector 
customers
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Bahamas 
On September 26, 2017, 95% of the island was without power, less than half the population had tap
water, and 95% of the island had no cell phone service. On October 6, a little more than two weeks 
after the hurricane, 89% still had no power, 44% had no water service, and 58% had no cell service.
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In a landscape of competitive markets, 
shifting priorities, and ever more aggressive 
global competition it takes superior vision 
coupled with industry experience and 
tactical creativity to win.

StaySafe Building Technology is helping to 
address building in coastal areas.  It is our 
mission to help provide a clear path to 
increase the safety of lives, protect assets, 
and improve the environment.

Contact:  Kyle Meyer  
kmeyer@staysafeconcrete.com
954-650-6798

CONCLUSION:

Explore Off-The-Grid Floating Villas

mailto:kmeyer@staysafeconcrete.com

